3-term Classics course (33 sessions) incorporating

- Foundation Latin language
- Classical civilisation & culture including art, science, maths and philosophy

**Easy to deploy**

- all plans, worksheets and materials online
- comprehensive teacher guide
- modular and flexible - can be tailored to suit lesson length or curricular aims

“You don’t need to know Latin, it only takes 15-20 minutes of preparation for each lesson.”

**Accessible for all abilities**

- inclusive teaching through games and song
- differentiated exercises
- group work and discussion

EAL and SEN students fully engage... They participate enthusiastically in all activities
**MAXIMUM CLASSICS**

**Designed to support KS2 curriculum**

- grammar and grammatical terminology aligned with KS2 English curriculum
- emphasis on etymology: Latin vocabulary chosen for links to English words
- explicit emphasis on grammar creates secure foundation for future MFL learning
- cultural activities align with KS2 aims for science, art, design, maths and history

---

**Case study: St Mary's Church of England Primary N8**

- All online resources free to download
- Training pre-funded by Classics for All (c. 4 hours for Term 1, < 3 hours for subsequent terms)
- Training can be delivered in-school

I did not know any Latin to begin with but now I feel confident after minimal training.

---

One-term teaching of Latin and Classics extended to one year due to success and popularity

The students love Latin and look forward to each lesson

It is great fun, interesting, very easy and accessible lessons, great pace... interactive and accessible to all levels.